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Message from the Guest Editor

We are pleased to invite you to participate in this Special
Issue of Religions whose focus is on “Catholic Church–State
Relations in Global Transition”. Our volume will explore the
changing political dynamics between the Catholic Church
and its relations with civil states by examining events,
treaties, laws, religious documents, political movements,
and other sources as needed.
Research areas and proposals may include (but are not
limited to) the following:
    Current Catholic Church–State policies: ideological,
partisan, or independent?
    Prophetic politics: a biblical solution for today’s Church–
State relations?
    Benevolent secularism: a new model of Church–State
relations?
    Co-operative Church–State politics in traditional Catholic
states;
    Challenging Church–State politics in secular states;
    Vatican policies of life/marriage/sexuality/immigration,
etc. in a Church–State context;
    Catholicism, social justice, and human rights in a
Church–State context.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Fresh developments in the disciplines that consistently
make significant contributions to our understanding of
religious personality, authority, devotion, and community -
disciplines ranging from psychology, sociology, and
anthropology to history, art history, philosophy, literary
criticism, and political science – fuel general, as well as
scholarly, interest in the world’s religions.

Religions is inviting innovative and comparative
contributions. Please consider Religions as an exceptional,
exciting enterprise ready to reward your trust, attention,
and participation.
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